Topic

UDO Section Council Disc 2/22 Work Session

Actual Text amendment

**Text in red indicates discussion of staff and Council. This is
a Council Work Session and no action was taken on any item.
FIX TYPOGRAPHIC ERRORS
everywhere in 236 pageAs long as meaning does not change Staff is permitted to City Council preference ok to do and document in encode, or do we need to find every typo and share details in an ordinance
make those corrections.
Public Works Director (financial guarantee) (2)
sidewalks on both sides of the streets (2)
156.90.03.D.O fix section reference (2)

156.70.02.J (A-3)
156.90.03.D.O

Alley ways for infill development (3)
**This is for infill property only in neighborhoods that are
already developed.

Uses that were legal conforming that became nonconforming upon adoption of the UDO
**This is need for
issues similar to the Dialysis Center in Light Industrial to
facilitate mortgages and property sales
Clarification of "Warehousing & Storage" in Use Table or
definitions **This classification was in no way ever intended
to allow for a property to be used solely for exterior storage
of vehicles, trailers, shipping containers, piles of logs, mulch,
debris, or any other misc items.
primary structure is ONE not 2 or more

Change to Subdivision Administrator or designee

Change all references of Public works Director to Subdivision Administrator as it relates to financial guarantees and decisions related herein.

Council would like to encourage sidewalks but evaluate the
existing neighborhood. This text amendment would be
allowed on "infill" development or places that are already
constructed with existing road network

In existing residential neighborhoods where residential infill development is desired, through the minor subdivision process, vehicular access may be granted through the provision of a paved public right of
way that is at a minimum equal to the width of pavement on the streets connecting to the proposed new access way. An additional minimum 5’ utility easement is required on the new lots parallel to the new
pavement. The developed access way will be of like or better design of the adjoining, existing streets. Curb and gutter, stormwater basins, and other amenities will at least match those found in the existing
neighborhood. Access way naming will conform to the City of Kings Mountain Addressing Ordinance. Any new way-finding signage required by Ordinance will be provided at the developer's expense.

Creation of New Streets. …."Remove the last sentence- These will only be required on one side of the street and around a cul-de-sac as otherwise noted." It was the intent of the remaining sections to ensure
Required sidewalks on both sides of the street on NEW roads that new streets and roads have side walks on both sides.
Continuing Review Process. Complete applications should subsequently undergo the processes established in Section 156.90.03.E, Staff Review and Distribution. (The current reference to 125.01.06 is
WRONG. This is merely an editing error.)

**add as long as they are in good standing with the City.

Warehousing & Storage is defined as a Warehouse facility (ie Amazon) that is the primary use. A structure that facilitates shipments and stoarge in an indoor environment.

Fences

156.60.05 Fences

drafted sent out for review

Citation Notice Limit

156.140.04

Discussion regarding this item suggests the following
process: 1) Send Letters with a fees with a progessive fine
with a maximum fee for multiple violations of a $500.00 fine
(They have 14 days to pay) 2) 30 days from the day of the
letter - fence is torn down. It is important to be consistent.
The importance of stormwater issues was also discussed,
due to state mandates that require the City to monitor
stormwater.

Link to street cross section in 156.70.02

Future Road Extension Diagram
City Specifications for public utilities, public streets along with
associated maps

All for the issuance of a Special Use permit on a case by case basis for uses that became legal non-conforming upon the adoption of the UDO. Use must have been continuous with no lapse in utilities that have
exceeded 60 days.

The City Manager or designee would be able to update the
specifications, as needed and as shown by the underlined
portion of the proposed amendment.
follow up Holly
Completed

156.60.05.A Fence Standards
A. Purpose. The following guidelines are in place to maintain visibility, safety, and consistency within similar districts.
156.60.04.B Location and Design Standards
A. Residential Fences
1. Generally. installation of fencing does not require a zoning permit unless a building permit is also required. Building permits for fencing are required for commercial fencing over six (6) feet.
2. Setbacks. Fences are not subject to building setbacks. Fences built on property boundaries are considered common property with the adjacent neighbor.
3. Height. Fences in residential districts are not to exceed a height of six (6) feet. No fence located in the front yard shall exceed four (4) feet in height. Any fence taller than 4 feet must be located behind the
front plane of the house.
4. Corner lot. Any privacy fence built on a corner lot shall be placed a minimum of twenty (20) feet from the property boundary of the adjacent street right of way.
5. Easements. Fences, along with any other permanent structure, are not allowed to be erected inside of any recorded utility easement, stormwater easement, or any other utility or access easement of record
on the property.
6. Stormwater runoff. No fence shall be placed in such a way to divert or disrupt the general flow of stormwater runoff.
B. Commercial Fences
1. Generally. Any commercial fence over six (6) feet in height must be permitted prior to construction.
2. Setbacks. Commercial fences are not subject to general building setbacks, but must remain outside of dedicated street rights-of-way.
3. Easements. Fences, along with any other permanent structures, are not allowed to be placed inside of any recorded utility easement, stormwater easement, or any other utility or access easement of record
on the property.
4. Stormwater runoff. No fence shall be placed in such a way to divert or disrupt the general flow of stormwater runoff.
D. Timeframe for Violation to be Corrected. Failure to correct the violation within seven business days from the date of mailing the letter shall constitute an offense.

Proposed Amendment:
D. Timeframe for Violation to be Corrected. Failure to correct the violation within fourteen (14) business days from the date of mailing the letter shall constitute an offense.

Purpose:
Letters mailed First Class are considered delivered if they have not returned within 10 days. 7 business days does not allow enough time between the notice of violation and the issuance of the citation to deem
a letter mailed First Class to be delivered.

Explain how city specifications change from time to time and the city specificiations had not changed since the 1970s. Now with newer materials staff has rewritten the specifications. Staff recommends that
city council authorizes staff to keep all city utility specifications up to date and to document the location of where the newest specifications are located in the UDO. Furthermore staff recommends
that the City Manager or designee be assigned to authorize changes in these technical specifications for subdivision, road and utility specifications.

Show specifications

Animals - Chickens, Livestock

Allow Zoning Administrator or designee the right to
Current Text:
determine what is categorized as agricultural animals or not,
as shown by the underlined portion of the proposed text
Specific Limited Uses. In accordance with the references in 156.30.02, Land Use Matrix, the following provisions apply to the uses listed below:
amendment.
1. Animal Production & Support (excl. Swine & Feed Lots and Urban Chickens).
a. Purpose. The purpose of this limited use is to provide rules and regulations for the keeping of agricultural animals or other livestock so that these animals do not become a nuisance, hazard, and/or health
problem to the adjoining neighbors and the general public.
b. Applicability. The provisions of this limited use shall not apply to dogs, cats, or other similar household pets. The Administrator reserves the right to determine what is considered a household pet.
c. Minimum Lot Size. No livestock shall be kept, maintained or stabled on any lot less than two acres in size.
d. Setback from Adjacent Residences. On parcels of two acres or more, certain livestock shall be permitted subject to the following provisions: All buildings or structures (excluding fences) used to house
livestock shall be located so that they are no closer than 150 feet from a dwelling unit off the property.
e. Encroachment from Residential after the Limited Use is established. The provisions of this section shall not apply if a dwelling unit is constructed so as to encroach upon an existing livestock use, except that
such a livestock use may no longer expand towards a newly established residential use.
f. Prohibited Uses. Slaughter and processes of animals is not permitted under this category.

Proposed amendment:
2. Animal Production & Support (excl. Swine & Feed Lots and Urban Chickens).
a. Purpose. The purpose of this limited use is to provide rules and regulations for the keeping of agricultural animals or other livestock so that these animals do not become a nuisance, hazard, and/or health
problem to the adjoining neighbors and the general public.
b. Applicability. The provisions of this limited use shall not apply to dogs, cats, or other similar household pets. The Administrator reserves the right to determine what is considered a household pet. Likewise,
the Administrator reserves the right to determine what is categorized as agricultural animals or other livestock for animals no considered common household pets and not clearly defined
elsewhere in this UDO.
c. Minimum Lot Size. No livestock shall be kept, maintained or stabled on any lot less than two acres in size.
d. Setback from Adjacent Residences. On parcels of two acres or more, certain livestock shall be permitted subject to the following provisions: All buildings or structures (excluding fences) used to house
livestock shall be located so that they are no closer than 150 feet from a dwelling unit off the property.
e. Encroachment from Residential after the Limited Use is established. The provisions of this section shall not apply if a dwelling unit is constructed so as to encroach upon an existing livestock use, except that
such a livestock use may no longer expand towards a newly established residential use.
f. Prohibited Uses. Slaughter and processes of animals is not permitted under this category.
g. Fencing. Any animals subject to these limitations shall be kept with a contained area secured with a six (6) foot tall fence and contained in the backyard, behind the front plane of the house. For any corner
lot, the contained area must be a minimum of twenty (20) feet from the right of way of the street.

section 156.90.02.C BOA change elect chair and vice chair &
secretary
Infill in Central Business

Ron Humphies to present dog rescue text amendment

Sign requirements for commercial in SU
Connectivity of adjacent subdivisions- first subdivision

Feather Flags

Vacant Properties in the downtown-add defination of a
vacant building
Political Signs and permits old section 10.7 -time frames
prior and after elections 156.100.01 revised

goats
contractor compliance enforcement (new subdivisions)

compare old/new family subdivision requirements
500 ft driveway easement modification
one primary dwelling unit per platted lot (residential)
language for country club/restaurant in land use matrix

Additionally, this limited use should be removed from SU altogether, currently it is allowed in SU standard lots, SR standard lots, and all of RU. If this is not permitted in cluster or planned lots in SR, then it
should not be in SU at all since the lot sizes in SU are smaller than SR either planned or cluster.

156.90.02.B.E.3 and
156.90.02.C.E.3

These sections need to match the bylaws of the Boards. #3 states that the "Director" will be staff…in one case the "Director" appoints a recording secretary. In the BOA is syas the "Director" is the recording
secretary. These need to be made to match. It's interesting that in the past the "Chairman" has appointed the secretary and/or one was elected. The UDO does NOT indicate that this is the case. ALL of the
paperwork needs to match and we need to follow one way consistently.
Current ordinance requires 75% of 1st floor to be commercial and allows remainder of sqaure footage to be residential. Some inquireies have requested relief from the requirement to have commercial space
in the downtown. Staff does not support this requested change.

There was discussion regarding this item. May want to
differentiate depending on the depth of the lot. It is agreed
that the UDO ordinance, as written, is as it should be.
Also, there was a question about the business being on the
front of the building.
156.30.02-1 Permitted There was discussion regarding Special Use. Once the
To change the use Table to allow for Kennells and Pet Rescue facilities in Light Industrial Zoning (LI) as a Special Use **Staff is concerned about this area being in the industrial classification. If this lot is added
Uses by Zoning District special use is given it stays with the property. This is a
to the smaller one that is next to it it will be a a five to seven acre lot that industrial would look at.
positve thing for the community and there is a need. **Move
forward as a Special Use, send to Planning and Zoning Board
for their recommendation.
**Skipped for a future date
There is no language for Council to look at. Keep moving and send to fire chief/police /rickey putnam recommendations from Plan/Zoning **Staff would like to clean this up, but Council needs to say that they want us to move forward.
put it on the agenda to present something.
They are good advertising for businesses, but not allow in
residential areas. One per linear 100 feet is a suggestion.
Okay with permanent if they are in good condition. Staff
needs to figure out enforcement if they are not in good
condition. If temporary signs become perm. you have to
factor in signage allowance. **Not a complete consensus at
this time.
It is time to enforce the vacant property ordinance.
Storage/warehouse use should be excluded and not a proper
use for the vacant building ordinance.
Anything larger than 16 square feet is not allowed in the City
limits. Add section and language regarding political signs
into the UDO.

Allow for the temporary use of a limited number of feather flags appropriately placed. Feather flags are Currently NOT allowed for more than a temporary use of 30 days or less and no more than 1 per
100 linear feet of road frontage. To change we need discussion with city council to know what you all want to see as revisions. **There was discussion regarding this as business owners see this as good
advertising. Some people maintain them nicely and many others let them get tattered. There are a variety of different ways people put these out.

For the purpose of the vacant building ordinance, warehousing of product not for retail sale would be considered "vacant for the purpose of the vacant building ordinance. It is time to send letters out, and
some will say "my building is not vacant, it has a warehouse in it." Does Council think that it makes sense for the vacant building ordinance to exclude storage/warehouse for the vacant buliding ordinance?

Signs Requiring Zoning permits with NO Zoning Fee assessed: 1) Temporary special events signs or banners for religious, charitable, civic, fraternal, or similar orgaizations provided: a. Signs shall be erected no
sooner than fourteen (14) days prior to an event and removed no later than seven (7) days following an event. b) All signs shall be located on private property except such signs may be located within a street
right of way subject to City Council approval. c. Portable signs for such use may be allowed. d. Campaign and election signs provided: i. Each sign shall not exceed (16) square feet in area nad be palced on
private property out of public and provate right of ways. ii. All such signs shall be removed within seven (7) days after the election for which they were made. iii. Candidate shall be repsponsible for violations
and fines. iv. Campaign and election signs shall neither be attached to utility poles not placed in puclic and private right-of-ways.

Stuart touched on this, but it is not started. Needs more work For Future working with TRC Committee - Procedures for enforcement for contactors that cut existing utility lines.
with the TRC Committee. Hope to have something for
Council soon.

10+ acre lands exempt from certain residential regulations

This item just needs some thought.

In State of NC anything over 10 acres can be considered to be a bonafide barn. There are a handful of tracts in town that qualify. When these people come in and they already have a house, a barn, equipment,
ect. Are there consession that the City is willing to make to allow them not to have to survey off lots for an additional house, picnic shelters, accessory buildings and the like? Come up with something that is
suited more for the "family estate."

For future text amendment. Stuart touched on this, but it is
not started. Needs more work with the TRC Committee.
Hope to have something for Council soon.

Need additional assistance from electric department to know best wording to use in the ordinance.

Add Section 4.2 definition relationship of building to lot formerly page 17
Parking Requirements regarding pervious surfaces
Subdivision ordinance- requirements related to all homes
requiring power connection
Definitions Livestock
Firearms and ammunitions
home occupations- nothing in special use relating to
definitions
**Items that were not addressed will be at a future date.
Some of the items are simply definitions that will be
addressed later.

AS

